May 30, 2013

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
The Honorable Michael F. Consedine
Insurance Commissioner
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Insurance Department
1311 Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Attention: Property & Casualty Bureau
RE: PCRB Filing No. 253 - Manual Revisions to Sections 1 and 2
Proposed Effective April 1, 2014
1) Merger of Code 602, Road Or Street Construction: Subsurface Work, into Code 609,
Excavation
Dear Commissioner Consedine:
On behalf of the members of the Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau (PCRB) I am filing
herewith proposed revisions to Section 2 of the Manual, which are proposed to be effective as
of 12:01 a.m., April 1, 2014 with respect to new and renewal business only.
This proposed effective date is intended to make the implementation of these changes
concurrent with the PCRB’s normal annual loss cost filing revision, which will be filed separately
at a later date. This coordination will consolidate necessary changes that our members and
other constituents must make to policies, forms and systems so that they occur once annually.
However, the PCRB’s normal annual loss cost proposal must anticipate and reflect approved
classification definitions and designations in the course of its preparation and submission.
Accordingly, if the adjudication of this filing cannot be accomplished by October 1, 2013, the
PCRB may be required to withdraw or amend this filing or to present alternative schedules of
proposed loss costs and related rating values consistent with the approval or disapproval of this
filing in the normal annual loss cost filing.
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The PCRB performed a review of Code 602, Road Or Street Construction: Subsurface Work to
consider the possibility of merging Code 602 into Code 609, Excavation. Based on the study
findings the PCRB recommends that, since there is no significant statistical difference between
the historical experience of Code 602 and 609 and the rating values of Code 602 and 609 are
almost identical, Code 602 should be merged into Code 609. This would assign all excavation
operations to the same classification, thus eliminating the need for two separate excavation
classifications and the potential misallocation of payroll between alternative classifications.
Staff memoranda dated May 2, 2013 and related exhibits are attached. The proposed Manual
revisions are shown below.
SECTION 2
CLASSIFICATIONS
CHANGES
028

OIL OR GAS PRODUCTION, Operation of Wells – including gasoline mfg. from casinghead gas.
Applicable to the operation………………………………………………. intervention to fix.
OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED:
As provided for in this Manual…………………………………. not necessarily limited to:
1. No change
2. Assign the applicable construction classification(s) to site preparation, including but
not necessarily limited to: building of the dirt or stone-covered access road (Code
[602]609), clearing of land (Code 609), digging water ponds (Code 609), laying or
taking up of flow lines (Code 609), installing piping to brine tanks (Code 675) and
installing pumping units (Code 675).
3. No change
4. No change
5. Assign Code 012 to separate staff or an independent contractor principally engaged
in performing the installation of well pad containment liners and fences (barriers).
6. No change

601

ROAD or Street CONSTRUCTION: Paving or Repaving
Applies to the laying …………………………………….. shall be assigned to Code 601.
[As provided for in this Manual………………………………………. and stone crushing.]
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CHANGES (continued)
OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Concrete drilling or sawing on highways or roads.
Flagmen provided by specialist contractors.
Painting lines on highways or roads.
Safety grooving of road surfaces by specialist contractor.

OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED:
1. CLEARING OF LAND projects shall be classified as delineated in the General
Auditing & Classification Information section.
2. Separately rate subsurface work which involves all work necessary to bring the road
up to grade: earth or rock excavation, filling or grading to Code 609.
3. Separately rate tunneling projects to Code 615.
4. Separately rate bridge and culvert building where clearance is more than 10 feet at
any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments exceeds 20 feet to Code
654.
5. Assign the applicable quarrying classification to quarrying and stone crushing by the
quarry operator.
609

EXCAVATION
Applicable to payroll developed in general excavation, grading, trench digging, filling or
backfilling. Also applicable to road construction subsurface work which involves all work
necessary to bring the road up to grade, including earth or rock excavation, filling or
grading. Such work is performed with power shovels, trench diggers, bulldozers or
graders. The business may be a specialist excavation contractor principally engaged in
one or more of the listed tasks. The business may be a general contractor employing a
separate staff performing one or more of the listed tasks or the business has kept
separate payroll records for personnel who interchange between one or more of the
tasks listed above and other construction tasks assigned to another construction
classification.
OPERATIONS ALSO INCLUDED:
1. All methods of clearing or removing brush and/or tree stumps that is not incident to
tree removal [except for road construction].
2. through 5. remain unchanged.
OPERATIONS NOT INCLUDED:
[1. Assign Code 602………………………………………………………. filling or grading.]
[2]1. Assign the applicable "all work to completion……………………….. job or project.
2. Separately rate tunneling projects to Code 615.
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CHANGES (continued)
3. Separately rate bridge and culvert building where clearance is more than 10 feet at
any point or the entire distance between terminal abutments exceeds 20 feet to Code
654.
4. Assign the applicable quarrying classification to quarrying and stone crushing by
quarry operator.
UNDERWRITING GUIDE
Rock Excavation, Not Quarry[,Not By Road Contractor]
To 609 (from 602):
Airport Runway Or Warming Apron Construction - Sub-surface Work
Culvert Construction, Not Exceeding 10 Feet Span
Excavation - Street Or Road - Including Rock Excavation
Street Or Road Rock Excavation
Sub-Surface Work - Road Or Street Construction
DELETIONS
[602

ROAD or Street CONSTRUCTION: ………………………………… and stone crushing.]

UNDERWRITING GUIDE
[Rock Excavation, Not Quarry, By Road Contractor]
GENERAL AUDITING AND CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
CHANGES
CLEARING OF LAND
Below find the class…………………………………………….. in Sections 1 or 2 of this Manual.
1. and 2. remain unchanged.
3. Assign Code 609 for all methods of clearing or removing brush and/or stump removal
not incident to tree removal [except for]including road construction. [Such work for a
road job or project is subject to Code 602.]
4. and 5. remain unchanged.
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Particularly in light of the intended coordination of this filing with the PCRB’s next normal annual
loss cost filing noted at the beginning of this letter, the PCRB respectfully requests a prompt
review and approval of this filing toward the objective of its implementation, as proposed, on a
new and renewal basis effective April 1, 2014. Toward that objective, the PCRB will be
pleased to answer any questions you or Insurance Department staff may have.
Sincerely,

Timothy L. Wisecarver
President
TLW/kg
Enclosures

EXHIBIT 1

TO:

Pennsylvania Classification & Rating Committee

FROM:

Kenneth R. Ferry, Senior Classification Analyst
David T. Rawson, Technical Director - Classification and Field Operations

DATE:

May 2, 2013

RE:

Executive Summary: Merger of Code 602, Road Or Street Construction:
Subsurface Work, into Code 609, Excavation

The Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau, Inc. (PCRB) has performed a review of Code
602, Road Or Street Construction: Subsurface Work. The objective of this review was to
consider the possibility of merging Code 602 into Code 609, Excavation.
Based on the PCRB’s findings, this report recommends that, since there is no significant
statistical difference between the historical experience of Code 602 and Code 609 and the
rating values of Code 602 and Code 609 are almost identical, Code 602 be merged into Code
609. This would assign all excavation operations to the same classification, thus eliminating the
need for two separate excavation classifications and the potential misallocation of payroll
between alternative classifications.
The PCRB proposes the above classification revision to become effective upon new and
renewal policies having normal anniversary rating dates of April 1, 2014 or later.
I:/DOC/Committee_2013/Ferry_PA_602&609_exsum_5213.doc

EXHIBIT 2

TO:

Pennsylvania Classification & Rating Committee

FROM:

Kenneth R. Ferry, Senior Classification Analyst
David T. Rawson, Technical Director - Classification and Field Operations

DATE:

May 2, 2013

RE:

Merger of Code 602, Road Or Street Construction: Subsurface Work, into
Code 609, Excavation

INTRODUCTION
The Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau, Inc. (PCRB) has performed a review of
Code 602, Road Or Street Construction: Subsurface Work. The objective of this review was
to consider the possibility of merging Code 602 into Code 609, Excavation. Code 609
contemplates all general excavation, grading, trench digging, filling and backfilling operations,
except when performed in conjunction with road or street construction operations. Those
operations are specifically contemplated by Code 602 and include all operations of bringing
a roadbed to grade, including clearing of right-of-way, earth or rock excavation, filling and
grading. As indicated in Exhibit A, the manual rates (developed by the PCRB prior to
December 1, 1993) and loss costs for Code 602 have historically been lower than those for both
Code 601, Road Or Street Construction: Paving Or Repaving, and Code 609. These
differences may contribute to the misallocation of payroll properly assigned to Codes 601 or 609
to Code 602. Merging Code 602 into Code 609 would allow all excavation operations to
be assigned to the same classification, thus eliminating the need for two separate excavation
classifications and the potential misallocation of payroll between alternative classifications.
BACKGROUND
Code 601, Road Or Street Construction, has been in effect since the creation of the separate
Pennsylvania uniform classification plan for new and renewal policies of December 31, 1922
and later. The class’ scope has been expanded upon from time-to-time over the years.
Effective for new and renewal policies of July 1, 1956 and later, Code 601 was revised to
encompass the building of airport runways and warming aprons. Effective for new and renewal
policies of July 1, 1992 and later, Code 601 was also revised to specifically contemplate
specialist contractors providing flagging services. Snow plowing and/or removal for unrelated
concerns became a specific Code 601 assignment by means of a Ruling and Interpretation
entry effective for new and renewal policies of December 1, 1995 and later. However, effective
for new and renewal policies of December 1, 2009 and later, “Snow Plowing And/Or Removal”
was reassigned from Code 601 to each subject employer’s governing classification.
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Since its creation, Code 601’s scope has also been revised to make the class more focused.
The principal “focusing” revisions became effective for new and renewal policies of October 1,
1985 and later. The goal of those revisions was to align the class scope more closely with
that of its principal equivalent classification in effect in other states, with particular reference
to states using the National Council on Compensation Insurance Inc.’s (NCCI) uniform
classification plan, which utilized separate classifications for various aspects of road and street
construction. This was accomplished by creating two new, separate classifications. The first
new class, Code 602, was created to include all subsurface road or street work (all operations
of bringing the roadbed to grade, including clearing of right-of-way, earth or rock excavation,
filling and grading) that was previously assigned to Code 601. The second new class, Code
617, Gas, Steam Or Water Main Construction, separated such operations from Code 601, along
with conduit construction for cable or wires. Code 601 was subsequently re-titled “Road Or
Street Construction: Paving Or Repaving”.
Code 609, Excavation, has also been in effect since the creation of the separate Pennsylvania
uniform classification plan for new and renewal policies of December 31, 1922 and later. The
class’ scope has been revised from time-to-time over the years. Effective for new and renewal
policies of July 1, 1956 and later, Code 608, Flat Cement Work, was reestablished to include
the paving of floors, driveways, yards, sidewalks and curbs, work that was previously assigned
to Code 609. Effective for new and renewal policies of October 1, 1986 and later, Code 609
was revised to encompass surface mine reclamation (grading, recontouring) by contractors.
Building underpinning became a specific Code 609 assignment effective for new and renewal
policies of December 1, 1996 and later due to the deletion of Code 672, Building Moving,
Raising Or Underpinning.
The historical record shows that there was a classification appeal heard and decided by the
PCRB Classification & Rating Committee (C&R) that touched upon the scope of both Codes
601 and 609. That appeal, made by a business whose operations involved street construction
including curb construction in new housing developments, was heard on April 29, 1952. The
employer sought assignment of Code 609, Excavation, which at that time was used for the
construction of private roads and driveways within property lines. The employer argued that
street construction in housing developments was in the nature of such “private work.” The
C&R’s decision held that the streets in housing developments eventually become public streets,
and thus the building of streets in housing developments was properly assigned to Code 601.
OTHER STATES’ CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES
The PCRB’s review of the classification procedure in the states that use the NCCI’s
classification plan reveals that Code 5506, Street Or Road Construction: Paving Or
Repaving & Drivers, is the principal classification equivalent to Pennsylvania Code 601.
Code 5506 is a close match with Pennsylvania Code 601, which, as discussed above, was
the intended result of the October 1, 1985 revisions to Code 601. Both classifications
contemplate the paving, repaving, surfacing, resurfacing or scraping (milling) of streets or
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roads. Both classifications also contemplate the building of airport runways or warming
aprons and the regraveling or oiling of dirt or gravel roads. Another operation contemplated
by both classifications is the painting of lines or stripes separating traffic lanes by either the road
contractor or a specialist line or stripe painting contractor. Portable or temporarily located asphalt plants are further contemplated by both classifications.
Pennsylvania and the NCCI differ with respect to the classifications each applies to specialty
flagging contractors. Pennsylvania assigns businesses so engaged to Code 601, while NCCI
assigns their Code 7720, Police Officers & Drivers. NCCI Code 7720 is equivalent in part to
four Pennsylvania classifications: Code 985, Police Or Firefighters, Salaried; Code 954,
Security Agency; Code 808, Parcel Delivery (for armored car service companies) and Code
601 (for specialty flagging contractors). The scope of NCCI Code 7720 also provides that, when
employees of the construction contractor perform these flagging services, the applicable construction classification is assigned. There are at least two exceptions to the NCCI
procedure for classifying specialty flagging contractors by NCCI states. Missouri will assign
Code 5506, and Alaska has a state special classification, “Code 5516, Street Or Road
Maintenance, Construction Or Reconstruction By Other Than State, County Or Municipality &
Drivers,” that contemplates the tasks assigned by NCCI Code 5506 and specialty flagging
ervice contractors.
Code 5507, Street Or Road Construction: Subsurface Work & Drivers, and Code 5508, Street
Or Road Construction: Rock Excavation & Drivers, are the two NCCI classifications which are
equivalent to portions of Pennsylvania Code 602. Code 5507 contemplates the clearing of rightof-way, earth excavating, filling and grading work performed by contractors engaged in the construction of streets and roads, while Code 5508 specifically contemplates rock excavation work
performed by contractors engaged in the construction of streets and streets. One
exception to the NCCI procedure is Missouri, which has a single state special classification,
“Code 5515, Street Or Road Construction & Drivers,” that contemplates the tasks assigned to
NCCI Codes 5507 and 5508. PCRB staff also reviewed the classification procedure utilized in
California (an independent bureau state). The equivalent Workers’ Compensation Insurance
Rating Bureau of California (WCIRB) classification to Code 602 is Code 5507, Street Or Road
Construction-Grading.
There are three states which utilize a single state special classification to contemplate the
street and road construction tasks assigned by NCCI to Codes 5506, 5507 and 5508. Alaska
and Utah assign street and road construction or reconstruction including subsurface work to
Code 5516. However, in Utah the title of Code 5516 is “Street Or Road Construction Or
Reconstruction By Other Than State, County Or Municipality & Drivers.” New Jersey assigns
these operations to Code 6042, Street Or Road Construction & Drivers, for jobs which involve
both the preparation of the right-of-way (clearing, earth moving, placing of overload or grading)
and the construction of the actual road.
EXHIBITS
This report will reference several historical experience and statistical exhibits whose results
pertain to the PCRB’s recommendation to the Committee. The historical experience exhibits
are based on the PCRB’s April 1, 2013 loss costs, as filed with and approved by the
Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner. The indicated loss cost values found at the bottom
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of any of the historical experience exhibits have not been adjusted for the Small Business
Advocate assessment, the off-balance factors related to the revenue-neutral plans (e.g., the
Merit Rating Plan and the Certified Safety Committee Credit Program), or the Pennsylvania
Construction Classification Premium Adjustment Program (PCCPAP) that are part of the
PCRB’s April 1, 2013 loss cost values. The PCRB loss cost value may be calculated by first
multiplying the indicated loss cost by a factor of 1.015, which adjusts for the Small Business Advocate assessment, Merit Rating Plan and Certified Safety Committee Credit Program, and then
multiplying that product by the PCCPAP surcharge for each classification. As indicated in Exhibit 4, the April 1, 2013 PCCPAP surcharges are 1.0341 for Code 602 and 1.0118 for Code
609.
The report will comment below upon the following historical experience exhibits:
Exhibit No.
1
2
3
4
5

Exhibit Title
Code 602 April 1, 2013 Class Book Page
Code 609 April 1, 2013 Class Book Page
Combined Code 602 and Code 609 April 1, 2013
Class Book Page
Code 602 and Code 609 April 1, 2013 PCCPAP
Surcharges
Combined Code 602 and Code 609 April 1, 2013
PCCPAP Surcharge

The PCRB compared the historical experience of Code 602 (Exhibit 1) to the experience of
Code 609 (Exhibit 2). This comparison shows nominally lower (more favorable) values for
Exhibit 2 than for Exhibit 1. The differences between the two exhibits are $0.220 ($4.534$4.314) for the indicated (pre-test) loss cost and $0.208 ($4.267-$4.059) for the indicated (posttest) loss cost, respectively.
The experience results are summarized below:

Exhibit No.
1
2

Reported Pure
Premium
$3.788
$3.394

Indicated
(Pre-Test)
$4.534
$4.314

Indicated
(Post-Test)
$4.267
$4.059

In addition to the review of historical experience exhibits, the PCRB’s classification plan
analysis includes the application of paired t-test analyses to determine when there is a natural
correspondence or “pairing” of specific observations between study groups. The t-test reduces
the two samples to one by examining the differences between the observations in the two
groups. The advantage to this approach is that the variation within the groups does not mask
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the difference between their means as much as if the two groups were not paired. For this
study, t-tests were run for reported pure premium, claim frequency (per million dollars of
payroll), and claim severity (excluding medical only). For these tests, values of 0.1000 or less
are considered as indicating significant statistical differences.
The t-test results referenced in this portion of the report are presented in Exhibit B as described
and then shown below:
Exhibit
No.
B

Exhibit Title
T-Test #1 Comparing Code 602 to Code 609
(Exhibits 1 and 2)

The results of Exhibit B are summarized below:

Exhibit
B

T-Test Value
Reported Pure
Premium
0.5068

T-Test Value
Claim Frequency
(per million)
0.1780

T-Test Value
Claim Severity
Excl. Med. Only
0.9086

Exhibit B shows that there are no significant statistical differences between Exhibit 1 and
Exhibit 2 for reported pure premium, claim frequency, or claim severity. Based on these
results, the PCRB does not consider the historical experience between the two groups to be
significantly statistically different.
As a result, the PCRB proposes that Code 602 be merged into Code 609, Excavation, effective
upon new and renewal policies on or after April 1, 2014. Based on the April 1, 2013 rate filing,
the merger of Code 602 into Code 609 would revise the loss cost for employers subject to
Code 609 from $4.57 (Exhibit 2) to $4.54 (Exhibit 3). As indicated in Exhibit 5, the PCCPAP
surcharge utilized in the calculation of the new loss cost for Code 609 is 1.0158. The revised
loss cost for Code 609 is also lower than the April 1, 2013 loss cost of $4.58 for Code 602
(Exhibit 1). Please note that the actual April 1, 2014 loss cost for Code 609 will be calculated
concurrent with the PCRB’s April 1, 2014 comprehensive loss cost filing.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The PCRB proposes that, since there is no significant statistical difference between the
historical experience of Codes 602 and 609 and the rating values of Codes 602 and 609 are
almost identical, Code 602 be merged into Code 609. This proposal would assign all
excavation operations to the same classification, thus eliminating the need for two separate
excavation classifications and the potential misallocation of payroll between alternative
classifications. This classification revision is proposed to become effective with new and
renewal policies of April 1, 2014 and later.
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The proposed enabling Section 2 Manual language amendments for the classification proposals
are attached for the Committee’s review. As is customary, the PCRB would notify all employers
currently assigned to Code 602 of the classification filing contemporaneously with the
submission of that filing. Assuming the Insurance Commissioner’s subsequent approval of the
classification filing, the carrier-of-record for each employer would then be notified of their
policyholder’s classification reassignment with a copy of such notice being provided to every
employer.

c:

Timothy Wisecarver
Bruce Decker
Vincent Dean
Joseph Lombo
Christina Yost
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EXHIBIT 3

